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Abstract:
Chariots with figures pointing in a fixed direction as they move
otherwise known as rotation neutralizers. are built with differential
gear trains. Examples. such as the south-pointing chariot a t the Smithsonian Institution and its replica. the Ohio State University-pointingrotating-trophy-award-chariot.
have been fa.scinating mechanical
system designers for a long time. This article offers the design equations for the synthesis of such chariots and their engineering
applications.

Introduction
The south-pointing chariot exhibited at the Smithsonian
Institution. Washington. D.C., (circa 2600 Be) is shown in
Fig. 1. Although the mechanism is ancient, it is by no means
either primitive or Simplistic. The pin-tooth gears drive a complex system, wherein the monk on the top of the chariot continues to point in a preset direction. no matter what direction
the vehicle is moved, without a slip of the wheels. (11
The south-pointing chariot is more than a historical curiosity. While the vehicle in Fig. 1is a demonstration model, the
mechanism has many practical engineering applications. It can
be used where mobile or adjustable reference or tracking planes
are required, such as in instrumentation where constant direction must be maintained; in Light or signal beams to be positioned in preset directions; in rotary gr.avitational test chambers
where one, dear directional view must be provided; and in
rotary systems where reference planes must be maintained in
preset positions.
When connected to the base or revolute joints of a robot.

FI3. :1- The south pointing cNnot exhibited at !hI! Smithsonian Institution.
Washington, D.C.
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such a system will orient a coordinate reference plane in its
originally set position to form a base for output of position sensors. It can move the reference plane with a sine function, retaining it parallel to itself, an application useful for tracing and
machining circular paths and cylindrical and toroidal surfaces,
welding and the laser machining of shell surfaces by the incorporation of a parallelogram linkage loop as illustrated in Fig. 9.
Design Equations
The constant-direction-pointing
chariot is driven by a
planetary gear train differential whose train value is (-1).12'
Fig. 2 shows a bevel gear planetary gear train differential having
the train value of (-1). It is used in the rear end differentials of
vehicles. Figs. 3 and 4 show two other planetary gear differentials generating the train value of ( -1), but using spur gears.
In these systems, let n designate the speed of a shaft and n, the
speed of the arm. A train value of (-1) means that when the
planet arm is held stationary, n, - 0, and when the first gear
(gear 2) is rotated one revolution in one direction, n2 = 1, the
last gear (gears 5, 6 and 8 in Figs. 2, 3 and 4, respectively),
rotates in the opposite direction one revolution, n5= Ilf, == n8
...-1in these figures.
The equations of motion for a planetary gear train in general
fonn are(21
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e being the train value defined by
EPOVER
e "" {-l)q E POVEN
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where E POVER is the product of all the driver gear tooth
numbers starting with the first gear considered, and E POVEN
is the product of all the driven gear tooth numbers. including
the last gear. They are fonned by keeping the planet arm stationary. The number of external contacts of the gears in the
train is q; nF. n, and nL are the speeds of the first gear, planet
ann and the last gear in the train. See detailed applications of
Equations 1 and 2 for the analysis and synthesis of simple and
compound planetary gear trains and automatic vehicle
transmissions in Reference 2. Let N be the tooth number of the
ith gear. In Fig. 2 tooth numbers of gears satisfy N2 == N5; N4
is of any practical number greater than 18 for efficient operation,and
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Fla. 3 - Spur gear planetary train c:liffamtial with an Intemal par
and train value of ( -1).

(3)
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In Fig. 3, for example, with tooth numbers N2
Ns = 60 and No = 120,
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The form of the constant direction polntint! chariot.
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Fig. 5 shows the skeleton of the constant direction pointing
chariot, where the bevel gear differential of Fig. 2 is used. Bevel
gears 8, 7 and 5 correspond to the bevel gears 2, 4 and 5 in
Fig. 2. NJ = N4 = N9 = NlO for the spur gears. and Nt ,.,. N2
= N 11 = N12 for the bevel gears thattransform the motions of
the wheels to the first and last gears of the bevel gear differential gear train of gears, 5, 7 and 8.ln precision machines and instrumentation systems for low torque applications, when the
chariot is moving on a platform, wheels at A and B may have
point contact on the platform, and they are compressed against
the platform surface to cause proper level of traction as seen in
Fig. 8. For large torque applications. when the chariot rotates
about a fixed vertical axis, wheels are bevel gears rolling on a
stationary crown gear to eliminate slip as shown in Figs. 6 a
andb.
The function of the two-wheel 12-gear mechanism is to keep
the pointer or the planet arm of the differential gear train stationary with respect to the platform (ground) regardless of the
direction in which the vehicle 'travels. The constant direction
pointer is connected to the planet arm with an adjustable coupling, permitting repositioning of the pointer as desired. Let the
radii of the wheels be r. They are positioned from the center of
the chariot at equal distance Ll2. Consider the rotation of the
chariot through angle ()about the vertical axis passing through
the contact point of wheel A. (See Fig. 7.) Gears 1,2,3,4 and
5 remain stationary, and ns = o. The vehicle frame has rotated
through (with the pointer if wheel B did not rotate), but wheel
B rolls on a circle of radius L causing gear 12 to rotate through

e
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As. 6- Wheels

(6)

nu = r
rolling on crown gear platforms.

This rotation causes gear 8 to rotate in relation to the vehicle
frame through

L8
(7)
Applying Equation 1 using nL - ns
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Since the planet arm must rotate through ( - 9) about the vertical axis to maintain the fixed position of the pointer, Equation
9 suggests that
r - L/2
must be satisfied in the design of the chariot. Then,

(10)

n. --9

(11)

neutralizing the pointer rotation.
Let us observe more general motion of the chariot. Let it be
rotated through Ii> about a vertical pole axis OZ at some
distance 0 from the center of the chariot. (See Fig. 8.)The wheel
A experiences rotation

L

D-2
(12)

r

On the other hand. wheel B experiences rotation
L
0+ 2
nu = -lila =
Substituting

r

(13)

ns and n8 into Equation 1 we again find
L

D-2
r

(14)
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Chariot rotated through <P about a pole axis OZ.
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ON READER REPLYCARD

and

(15)

with
r

=

Ll2

(10)

(16)
Therefore, the pointer is undisturbed wherever the chariot goes
without the slip of wheels.
In addition to positioning planes or directing light or signal
beams in preset directions, the chariot can be used with a
parallelogram linkage loop and extended links to function as a
tracer of exact circles of both large and small radii, where the use
of wormgear or ordinary gear drives may be considered very
costly. In that form, it can carry cutter to machine. grind, cut
with a laser beam or weld inner swfaces of sheDs and large bearings. (See Fig. 9, where 0 is the center of the planet arm, OE is
the constant direction pointer, EP is the task perfonning link such
as an end-effector link of a robot. ex:;,. EF and GF =OE.) In this
form EP is normal to the shell surface, and it can be extended to
the desired size of the machined surface, (O+EP) being its
radius. Tools are mounted on vertical extensions to retain the
chariot outside the shell surface. The platform (or crown gear)
on which the wheels rotate is moved in the vertical direction for
machining or task feed. If full rotation of the chariot about the
vertical axis is required, a second parallelogram loop (OHIE) is
added with 600 5fJ:5. 1200 so that each loop moves the other
parallelogram loop from its dead center position. Fonning EP'
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on the reverse side and mounting cutters on vertical extensions,
the chariot-linkage system performs operations on the outside
swfaces of sheIls, wheels and shafts. If the platfonn is tilted like
a swash plate about a horizontal axis, JK for example, P can

machine a toroidal swface.
The chariot rotating about a pole as in Figs 8 and 9 can be used
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in rotating roller coasters in which the passengers always look
in one desired direction.

Conclusions
In the foregoing discwision, the simple equations of motion for
the ~puzzling
constant~ting
chariots are given.
They can easily be designed for machining, robotics, roller
coaster and instrumentation applications. The parameters that
must be observed. are as follows: r - LI2, N3 - N, - ~ N10' Nl - Nz - Nn - Nu. The differential gear train driven
with gears 4 and 9 has train value of ( -1). Altho\.l8h the bevel
gear planetary gear train differential is shown inFig. 5, one can
replace it with the spur gear planetary gear train differentials
shown in Figs. 3 and 4, where gears 4 and 9 in Fig. 5 are connected to the CandO shafts of the first and last aeara of the spur
gear differentials. Chain and aown gear driven planet arms are
connected to the pointer. Chariots with parallelogram JJnkase
loops and tilting platforms offer precision task performing systems on cylindrical and toroidal inner and outer surfaces. Many
other industrial applications of the constant direction pointing
chariots are limited only by the ingenuity of the desisner.
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